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“Three Key Objectives”
 You will think about things other than genes,
unpronounceable drugs, hazard ratios and p values
 You will challenge your assumptions about the way you take
up and use evidence, and how you practice
 You will look critically at how you practise in the Real World
 “This would be a great time in the world for some man to
come along that knew something” – Will Rogers

Challenges
 Until recently…
– Effective therapy for
germ cell cancers only
– No other effective therapies
or responsive GU cancers
 Today:
– Six life-prolonging therapies
for metastatic CRPC
– Marked improvement in
outcomes in RCC, with
recent survival advantages
– Treatments for urothelial cancers
now tolerable
– Impact of effective immunotherapies
yet to be evaluated
 Are we now somewhat “spoiled for choice?”

www.despair.com

ASCO Educational Book contained no
genitourinary cancer section in 2002

The next set of challenges: 2016 and beyond
 Access
– Funding for treatments
– Infrastructure
 Expertise
– Novel mechanisms and toxicities

 Resistance
– Understanding mechanisms of
primary and acquired resistance
– Preventing emerging resistance

 Optimal use of medications
– Patient selection
– Companion diagnostics

 Practice patterns
– Multidisciplinary involvement
– Referral patterns
– Changes in practice

 Sequencing
– Which treatment, when, how long?

 Technology “creep”
– Equipment, imaging

 Evidence
– Extrapolation beyond the data
– Off-trial treatments affecting
endpoints
– Rare subtypes of common cancers

 Drug development challenges
– Industry trials, investigator-initiated
trials, collaborative groups
 How to show improvement when we
are already doing well

Access
 Access
– Inequity of services and spending within and between regions
– Funding for treatments (and diagnostics) is often not available
– Access to diagnostics and therapeutics may be poor, even if funded
– Manpower and infrastructure may be lacking
– Geography may be challenging

The helpfulness of guidelines…

Ljungberg B et al. http://uroweb.org/wp-content/uploads/10-Renal-Cell-Carcinoma_LR1.pdf
http://www.nccn.org/professionals/physician_gls/pdf/kidney.pdf

www.forbes.com/sites/danmunro/2012/01/19/u-s-healthcare-hits-3-trillion/

www.who.int/health-accounts/expenditures_maps/en/

Torre LA et al. CA Cancer J Clin 65: 87-108, 2015

Queensland teleoncology / teletrials model

A/Prof Sabe Sabesan
www.health.qld.gov.au/circs/Docs/QReCS%20Guide.pdf

Expertise
 New treatments involve novel mechanisms of action, toxicities,
supportive care, evaluation of outcomes
 Example: effective immunotherapy (CTLA4 / PD1 targeted treatment)
– Evaluation of response and progression
• Immune-related response criteria
– Recognition of unusual toxicities
• Eg hypophysitis: often masked by disease-related symptoms
– Supportive care
• Immunosuppression; anti-TNF treatments; parenteral nutrition
 Example: VEGFR-targeted TKIs
– RECIST can be misleading
– Importance of previously “unimportant” toxicities
– Need to involve other disciplines

Optimal use of medications
 Greatest benefit will be obtained by:
– Treating those most likely to respond
– Not treating those who are not likely to respond
– Treating for the correct period of time
 Clinical factors – examples:
– Angiomyolipoma / tuberous sclerosis: everolimus?
– Positive family history / young prostate cancer: PARP inhibitor?
– (RCC prognostic categories)
 Predictive biomarkers:
– Commonly used in other types of cancer:
• eg c-kit, BRAF V600E, EGFR, ALK, RAS, Her2/neu
– None yet validated for any GU cancer
• ARv7 or other AR variants? PD-L1? DNA repair genes?
 Requirements for companion diagnostics: cost, regulatory issues
 Drug development challenges when targeting rare populations

Sequencing
 The goal is the best outcome for this patient
across the entire course of the illness
– Which treatment? When? How long?
 Clinical trials address one intervention
– Was “this patient” represented by the trial population?
– Results need interpretation in the light of other treatments received
– Common error: individual treatments will be just as effective when
given in any order
• Assumes each treatment is biologically independent
 Examples:
– Prostate cancer: role and timing of docetaxel
• Enzalutamide or abiraterone pre / post chemo
– Renal cell carcinoma: which post-first-line therapy, and when?
• AXIS trial and effects of prior therapy

Sequencing in renal cell carcinoma
All patients:
Median PFS
6.7 vs 4.7 mo

Prior cytokine:
Median PFS
12.1 vs 6.5 mo

Prior sunitinib:
Median PFS
4.8 vs 3.4 mo

Rini BI et al. Lancet 378: 1931-1939, 2011

Evidence
 “No plan survives first contact with the enemy”
 We must be aware of when we work beyond the evidence
– Different patient populations
– Different clinical scenarios
– Rare patient populations

 Everyday examples:
– Choice of chemotherapy regimen for perioperative bladder cancer
– Arbitrary capping of BSA for chemotherapy dosing
– Treating poor performance status patients
– Drug substitution
– Altering regimens for convenience

RCC in the “real world”
PFS from first line

PFS from second line

OS from first line

Heng DYC et al. Ann Oncol 25: 149-154, 2014

Resistance
 Primary resistance:
– Need to identify futile treatment early
– Allows early swap to another (more effective?) treatment

 Acquired resistance:
– What is clinically meaningful treatment failure?
– PCWG3: “no longer clinically benefitting”
• Rising PSA?
• Bone flare?
• Clinical symptoms?
• Radiological progression?
– How much / what / where?
– 1cm → 2cm in lung? Liver? Brain?
• Note: regulatory and reimbursement indications
– e.g. Australian PBS indication for sunitinib for ongoing therapy:
“Patient must have stable or responding disease according to the Response
Evaluation Criteria In Solid Tumours (RECIST)”

 Can we predict or prevent resistance?

Practice patterns
 Urologists are a distinct surgical subset:
– Have managed metastatic disease for years
– Gatekeepers of referral patterns – more than most surgical
subspecialties
– Depending on region:
• Coordinate and/or administer systemic therapies
• May have good specialist nursing support
 New systemic therapies for prostate / RCC:
– Oral treatments need no complex infrastructure to give
– Often have familiar mechanisms of action and toxicities
 Practice patterns
– Multidisciplinary involvement
– Referral patterns
– Changes in practice eg high risk localized prostate cancer

Technology creep
 Robotic-assisted surgery
– Marked changes in practice
patterns
– Cost and resource implications
 Other novel therapies
– Stereotactic body radiotherapy
– Other ablative techniques
 Novel imaging modalities
– PSMA PET
• Rapid uptake by Australian
clinicians and patients
• Which patients will benefit?
– “Will Rogers” phenomenon
Morigi JJ et al. J Nucl Med 56: 1185-1190, 2015

Stage migration: the “Will Rogers” phenomenon
Old staging procedure
Early stage

Late stage

New staging procedure
Early stage

Late stage

Tumor size

•
•
•
•

Were in early stage but were truly late stage
Lower burden of disease than other late stage patients
Previously worsened prognosis for early stage group
Now improving prognosis for late stage group

Effects of stage migration

Survival

Early stage

Late stage
Time
Results: • Breakthrough in cancer treatment!!” – New York Times,
New England Journal of Medicine
• Grants
• Glory
• Guilt

Drug development
 Industry drug development:
– Expensive and carries shareholder risk
 Increasing tendency to target subpopulations
 Some lack of willingness to take additional risk in drug development
– Investigator-initiated trials
– Combinations with other agents (companies)
– Sequencing
 Importance of collaborative groups

Improving on success






New treatments
Better toxicity
Lower costs
Ease of use
Challenge: Low risk testicular cancer - almost always curable
– Is it statistically / logistically possible now to demonstrate further
improvement?
 Related issues:
– Supportive care
– Decision support
– Subgroups – rare cancers, uncommon situations

One more challenge… smugness!
 Just when you thought you understood things…

 B16.SIY melanoma model in JAX and TAC C57BL/6 mice
– TAC mice grew tumors, JAX did not
– Different patterns of tumor growth disappeared when mice were
housed together
 Found to be due to faecal microbiome: Bifidobacterium
Sivan A et al. Science 350: 1084-1089, 2015 (27 Nov 2015)

Sivan A et al. Science 350: 1084-1089, 2015 (27 Nov 2015)

Conclusions
 GU cancers now have effective systemic therapies
– Are they accessible?
– Do we know how best to use them?
 Substantial room exists for further improvement
– There are still surprises to be uncovered
 Non-clinical factors are the biggest impediment to effective use
– Access
– Expertise
– Patterns of practice
– Unintended consequences
 What we must do:
– Understand the evidence
– Understand the clinical and social contexts
– Push for better and more equitable resourcing and use of resources
– Ensure the important trials are done, and done well

Discussion questions
 Are the published trials relevant to your patient populations?
 Are new treatments or new technologies taken up too
quickly?
 What do you do when you must treat outside the evidence?
 How do you deal with lack of access?
– Drugs not approved
– Funding not available
 Who manages systemic therapies in your hospital / region?
– Is a multidisciplinary approach valuable?
 Does the sequence of therapy really matter?

